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Atendees of this four-hour workshop will be introduced to a uniied method of stochasic modelling

that makes feasible the generaion of ime series that preserve any desired marginal distribuion and

autocorrelaion  structure  including  also  features  like  intermitency.  The  workshop  includes  a  rapid

introducion in hydroclimaic processes like precipitaion, fooding, wind, temperature, etc., from the

viewpoint of stochasics, highlighing features like staionarity, cyclostaionarity, marginal distribuions,

autocorrelaions structures and intermitency. We will develop on-the-spot using Microsof Excel: (a) the

iconic AR(1) model,  (b) higher order AR models as a method to approach arbitrary autocorrelaions

structures;  (c)  the  parent-Gaussian  framework  to  simulate  ime  series  with  any  marginal  and

autocorrelaion structure; and (d) intermitent ime series modelling.

Additional infio: The material covered in this workshop is described in detail in (Papalexiou, 2018) and

thus all atendees should have a digital (or printed) copy of the paper prior to the workshop.  Coded and

ready  to  use  MS Excel  iles  with  advanced  methods  will  be  provided.  The  general  concept  of  the

workshop is to create a “playground” where atendees will develop and apply (of modify and explore

given excel programs) by themselves most of the introduced material.
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Simon Michael Papalexiou is currently a researcher at the University of California Irvine, USA, and an 

elected Assistant Professor of Staisical lydrology and Stochasic Processes at the University of 

Saskatchewan, Canada (staring  une 1, 2018) afliated also to the Global Insitute of Water Security, 

Canada. Simon strives to understand the probabilisic nature of hydroclimaic processes. lis past and 

present research evolves around the quest for a uniied and precise theory for stochasic modeling, 

accurate diagnosics of climaic change, and uncertainty quaniicaion in hydroclimaic processes with 

emphasis on extreme events. Most of his studies are performed at the global scale or over large areas 

using tenths of thousands of staions. le aims to assess changes under global warming and develop 

robust staisical and stochasic modelling tools to improve predicions and quanify the related 

uncertainty.  le believes research is a .oy and loves to teach having always in mind that there aren’t 

“bad” students but only “bad” teachers.
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